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Abstract—It has been proven that the massive dataset is
strictly complex in Content Based image Retrieval (CBIR)
because the present strategies in CBIR might have faced
difficulties in feature extraction of the images. Moreover,
technological constraints encountered in the analysis and
extraction of the image arrays are how the system customizes the
primitive
geometric
structures
known as
polygonal
approximations structure. Hence, this study has discovered that
image feature extraction is utilized by applying the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) technique, which is primarily based
on the matrix of image representation that will enlarge the
similarity of detection. The PCA approach needs to be enhanced
resulting from the lack of the extraction of features in songket
motives images. Therefore, this study proposes a new hybrid
model that will integrate PCA with geometric techniques for
image feature extraction to increase the recall and precision
result. This paper employs the use of a qualitative experimental
design model that involves three phases of activities. First, the
analysis and design phase, secondly is a development phase, and
lastly is the testing and evaluation phase. This paper focuses on
those two phases in terms of design and development phases. The
outcome process of the empirical phase is followed by designing
the algorithm and model based on the result of literature review.
This study has found that the hybrid between the principal
component analysis model and the geometry technique will help
to reduce the problems faced by the basic engineering technique
model, which is the constraint in analysing and extracting the
image features to customize the geometric primitive structure.
Keywords—Multimedia; image; content-based image retrieval
(CBIR); image retrieval; near-duplicate; principal component
analysis (PCA); geometric

I.

INTRODUCTION

Malays are rich in fine art heritage, inherited since
immemorial time. Weaving, embroidery, engraving and fine
arts are so synonymous with Malay custom. Creativity and fine
arts are reflected in each of these traditional handicrafts. The
fine arts of Malay cultural heritage include weaving, batik art,
fireplace, stick, dastard, beads, engraving, brass, and songket.
[1],[2]. Songket is a fine art heritage with many privileges. The
important part of the songket fabric is the structure of songket
motif’s image that shows the different philosophy and meaning
[3]. Table I shows that preservation aspects of songket motif’s
from many websites are not solely the main purpose but
focuses towards the commercialization aspects and concerns
[4]. Researchers play an important role in preserving the
continuity of the Malay cultural heritage from extinction in this
modern era [2]. Songket preservation and conservation efforts

can be undertaken by digitizing the principal component of
songket fabric; the songket motif’s arrangement.
The arrangement of songket motif’s is an important
element of songket fabric which provides and avenue for the
songket motives image digitization research and studies. The
digitization of songket motif’s will help to preserve the songket
motif’s from extinction and allow the continuation of heritage
for future generations. While defining features and structure of
images will help to facilitate a database of songket motif’s
proceeds with the clustering process according to a specific
category. This process eases the users to store and retrieve the
image of songket motif’s without having to categorize the
songket motif’s image manually. Thus, automatic clustering of
songket motif’s can be performed by the implementation of
near-duplicate image retrieval technique. Various image
retrieval techniques have exploited and included those
traditional image retrieval techniques which have been
implemented through the content-based image retrieval
(CBIR).
Content-based image retrieval [6] field has been rather
popular among researchers through a rapid study along with
other popular research areas such as Database Management,
Natural Language Processing, Signal Processing, Computer
Vision, Network Systems and Human-Computer Interaction
[7]. Since studies on the field of image retrieval have
proliferated, the main issue is how to expect the user's
preferences [8] to the result of the image obtained through the
image retrieval system [9],[10],[11]. Various models of image
feature extraction were introduced through the implementation
of the development on a variety of retrieval systems. The
developed system uses multiple models of processing query
image features to represent the information space contained in
the image, whether in the query or the database space.
The implementation of a model description of the image
feature in the field of image retrieval has been extended
through the customization of the model in the field of pattern
recognition to help analyse the query image features and
images contained in the database to fit the image retrieval field.
Implementation of the study mentioned above is part of the
detect and matching process to retrieve near-duplicate images.
The precision of the image can almost be seen from the point
of similarity found in image features (such as; shapes, textures,
text, sketches, and colours). The features mentioned are part of
the basic content-based image retrieval technique. All these
techniques can assist the process of near-duplicate image
entirely, as evidenced by various studies that have been carried
out [10],[12],[13],[14]. However, the techniques involved in
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CBIR face obstacles in processing image datasets in highdimensional clusters [15],[16],[17]. Technological constraints
encountered in the analysis and extraction of image arrays
indicate how to customize primitive geometric structures and
are better known as polygonal approximations.
TABLE. I.

SURVEY ON QUERY TECHNIQUE ON RELATED SONGKET
WEBSITE : [5])

Survey on Query Techniques
Website

Explanation/Content

Institut Kraf Negara (www.ikn.gov.my)

Craft institution website

Visit Terengganu
(www.visit-terengganu.net)

Tourist and advertisement
website

Songket Moden (songketmoden.com)

Product commercialize

Warisan Budaya Melayu
(malaysiana.pnm.my)

Malaysian culture heritage
website

Azizah Songket Terengganu
(azizahsongket.wordpress.com)

Product commercialize

Songket Restaurant
(www.songketrestaurant.com)

Product commercialize

Bibah Songket
(www.bibahsongket.com)

Product commercialize

Atikah Songket TTDI
(www.atikahsongket.com)

Product commercialize

Aura Batik
(aura-batique.blogspot.com)

Product commercialize

Kain Songket.com (kainsongket.com)

Product commercialize

Therefore, this study has found that the hybrid between the
Principal Component Analysis [18] model and the geometry
implemented help to reduce the problems faced by the basic
Engineering technique model, which is the constraint in
analysing and extracting the image outline for the purpose of
customizing the geometric primitive structure where the
problem can solved by emphasizing aspects image
representations of the primitive data structure angles within the
image [19],[20] which include image size, image depth, angle
and compression of images. These are the components found in
the Principal Component Analysis model. Also, the principal
component analysis model will help to decrease each
dimension of the image features and structure [16], while
geometric techniques are identified to help detect the global
space within the image and continued with scale, rotation,
small and big size of images.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief
review of relevant works is presented, and labelled as Research
Background; Section 3 presents the research flow described as
Method. Meanwhile, Section 4 discusses the structure of the
system and development; The experimental results of the
studies on algorithm evaluation are presented in Section 5 and
the paper is concluded in Section 6.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Multimedia data (text, images, audio, and video) have
always inundated websites [21], including YouTube, Google
videos, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Flickr [22]. In
addition to providing information and connecting to the world
without boundaries, it can also harm database information

management in managing the flow of multimedia data,
especially images. Uploading images again will increase a
similar image and is known as a near-duplicate image.
Currently, almost all images on various websites show over 80
percent similarity [23],[24]. This issue necessitates the study of
near-duplicate image retrieval in order to match and cluster the
near-duplicate image in unique characteristic.
A. Challenges in Near-Duplicate Image Retrieval
There are two challenges in detecting the near-duplicate
image. The first challenge is that the selection of features
extraction technique aims to compute the percentage of
similarity of image features in large-scale databases [25]. The
second challenge is the process of image clustering with an
existing template in a database. Assignments in the clustering
process involve time, angles, illumination and resolution of the
image that need to be detailed and compared for similarity
properties, which makes the process involved in clustering
process complicated than the implementation of near-duplicate
image retrieval tasks [17], [26]. However, the two tasks are
mutually required to enable image processing in the search
system.
B. Image Features Extraction
The essential element in near-duplicate image retrieval is
through the technique of matching and comparison between
query images and stored images in the database [26].
Furthermore, several characteristics are related to nearduplicate image retrieval whereby detection for near-duplicate
image involves two-part of images; the first part is a query
images and the second part is images inside the database.
Category of images divided into two main sections, the general
image, and the specific image category. Commonly, general
images are images of various activities provided by users
through the social media sites, image management centres,
personal blogs, online drivers such as Google Drive, Dropbox
and others [17] whereas the specific image is a group of images
that come from different areas such as medical image scan,
cultural heritage, criminal image, chemical structure, and
building structure. Usually, specific images database is
provided only for a specific user and private databases.
Besides, to extract the image features, the image needs to be
extracted based on the structural primitive contained within the
image.
Image features are analyzed through the calculation of
structural primitives and the technique of placement within the
image because that technique is very effective against complex
image structures. While the other technique method of
calculating similar structure of images is based on statistics that
include Fourier Power Spectrum Statistics [27], Co-Occurrence
Matrices [28], [29], Fixed-Invariant Principal Component
Analysis (SPCA) [19],[30], Tamura Feature [31], Wold
Decomposition [32], Random Markov Fields [33], Fractal
Models [34], and Multi-Resolution Filtering Techniques such
as Gabor and Wavelet Transform [11]. The features found in
texture techniques are statistically performed through the
distribution of image intensity [11],[29],[31], [26],[35],[36].
This technique is very effective in measuring the shape of the
images matrix to obtain the different surfaces of the objects
[37],[38]. However, the constraints encountered are that the
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boundaries between objects that have a similar tone of objects
that are difficult to be identified, thus, the process to to
decipher the structure of each object in the image being
executed is hindered.
Furthermore, research on near-duplicate image retrieval
also includes Sketch-Based Image Retrieval (SBIR), and it has
begun as early as the 1990s [39],[4]. This study was sparked by
the domain of cartoon images. The primary purpose of this
technique is to help those who are not able to read especially
children. This technique allows the user to retrieve the cartoon
image by sketching the imaged bone into the sketch canvas,
and the system initiates the sketch structure in order to match a
similar image by sketch bone. This technique has been proven
to be more effective in assisting users than textual techniques
and is more user-friendly, especially for children [5],[4],[40].
In general, almost all researchers in the field of image retrieval
support and agree that content-based image retrieval techniques
will allow the users retrieve similar image much more
efficiently and effectively [7],[4]. However, the technique in
CBIR encounters barriers with image issues as more complex
and challenging images are required to determine the similarity
of queries that users aim to reach, and this is a complex task for
the CBIR system to perform [4],[41]. Therefore, various
technological innovations have been proposed by subsequent
researchers who aim to assist in the process of features
extraction of the near-duplicate image retrieval structure.
Furthermore, the process of extraction of image features
needs a calculation on the precision value of the similarities
between the query image and the stored image in the database.
Additionally, the value of similarity in image retrieval is
measured based on the estimated empirical values contained in
the near-duplicate image characteristics that have been
identified by the system and is shown in Fig. 1. The similarities
between query images and stored images may impede the
measurement of the retrieval value and image accuracy in
determining the effectiveness of the developed image retrieval
system [43].
Moreover, various studies and techniques involving nearduplicate image retrieval have been conducted recently in order
to solve some issues and problems pertaining the related
technique, which is the bag of visual word and Min-Hash
[44],[16], This technique focuses on clustering the nearduplicate images through the matching of space and position
within the image. Meanwhile, the Singular Value
Decomposition-Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SVDSIFT) technique [45] implements a catalyst method to speed up
the image detection process. Subsequent Salient Riemannian
Visual technique [22] aims to identify the prominent space
within the processed image. Furthermore, the data duplication
technique [46],[47],[48],[49] optimizes database usage by
reducing subsequent data match and comparing to bits of help
reduce electricity consumption which can increase heat
production. Another technique is Similarity Join Operator
Technique [42],[50] that evaluate image similarity based on
absolute ratios, whereas, Fourier Mellin Transform technique
[51] helps image detection via image rotation, image scaling
and invariant changes found in the image, followed by the
Haar-wavelet technique [52],[53] that assist to extract features

vector that is included in the image in order to find the
Manhattan distance of the object in the image. Furthermore,
kernel hashing technique [54] helps to detect the near-duplicate
image by examining the various features contained within the
image to detect the differences of each image and convert it to
binary of images to place within the kernel space. Although
most of the techniques mentioned above focus more on image
features extraction for low dimensionality, but when applied to
high dimensional images, the system has to deal with the timeconsuming problems in image feature extraction and can cause
the delay of the process [17]. In consequence, this problem has
suggested several solutions.
Therefore, among other techniques that have been
introduced in order to solve image features extraction problems
for a massive dataset, the locality-constrained linear coding
(LLC) & max-idf [17] technique has been proposed to improve
features extraction structure of the image through the
fragmentation of the matrix contained in the image and
continue with clustering the near-duplicate image by dividing
the image into several baskets following by the essential
features. Furthermore, the next step is to apply to a matching
technique within the space for the image clustering task based
on the image feature extraction. The hashing technique
[16],[48] also will help to extract the features on the image in
large-scale images dataset, the process following by detecting
Jaccard similarity structure where the images have high
precision included in the same cluster. Another technique used
is the Min-Hash & tf-idf weighting technique [55],[56]
whereas those techniques are more focused on detecting nearduplicate images in local space of images. As shown in
Table II, almost all of the researchers focused only on local
space while only one researcher focused on the two spaces
(local & global) in the image [26].
A study conducted by Hassanian [23] agreed whereby
focusing on the two spaces within the image helps to improve
the image accuracy results. This combination, therefore,
enhances the effectiveness and overall efficiency of image
features extraction almost immediately [57]. Also, this
statement was supported by [58], which stated that a
combination of global and local features helped to increase
accuracy by up to 65.5 percent. The global space is the basic
structure in the image, while the local space is the space that
meets the basic structure.

Fig. 1. Framework of Near-Duplicate Image Proposed by [42].
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TABLE. II.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN USED TO DETECT NEAR-DUPLICATE IMAGE RETRIEVAL PROBLEM

Previous Techniques in Near-Duplicate Image Retrieval
References

Technique

Local /Global

[22]

Rotation, Scale, Translation (RST) Invariance features + Salient Covariance Matrix (SCOV) + ICA Independent
component analysis

Global

[59]

Scale In variance Features Transform (SIFT)

Local

[60]

Scale In variance Features Transform (SIFT)

Local

[61]

Scale In variance Features Transform (SIFT) + Histograms of oriented Gradient (HoG) + BoF + KMean Clustering

Local

[62]

Locality Sensitive Hashing + K-Nearest Neighbor
SIFT + K means + BoVW

Local

[63]

Colour Texture Moment (CTM)

Local

[64]

Strong Geometry Consistency (SGC) + Scale Weighting

Local

[65]

Bag of Visual Word (BoV)

Local

[26]

Color Moment + Wavelet Transform + SIFT

Local & Global

[66]

Bag of Visual Word (BoVW)

Local

[67]

K-Nearest Neighbor

Local

[16]

Min-Hashing + Jaccard Similarity

Local

[68]

Bag of Word

Local

[69]

K-Mean Clustering + Bag of Word

Local

[42]

K-Mean Clustering

Local

[17]

Locality Linear Coding + MaxIDF-cut + K-Means clustering

Local

[55]

Canny Edge Detection+ Great Deluge Algorithm

Local

[23]

Min-Hash + Locality Sensitive Hashing

Local

III. METHOD
This section focuses on three main phase’s iteration; first, is
the analysis and design phase, secondly is a development

phase, and lastly is the testing and evaluation phase. Fig. 2
shows the interconnection between the three phases
implemented in the research, but only two phases which are
coloured has been applied in this paper.

Fig. 2. The Interconnection between the Three Phases has Implemented in the Paper[70].
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The analysis phase divided is into two main categories of
the process. The process is followed by analysing more than
400 articles, that include books, in order to structure and
prepare a systematic literature review on a variety of
techniques that have been applied and proposed in nearduplicate image retrieval and clustering. The advantages of a
systematic literature review will help the readers to find a new
significant contribution that can contribute to the body of
knowledge in image retrieval research field. Also, it is
important to look at the advantages and disadvantages of each
proposed technique and, which techniques are appropriate to be
applied to the cultural heritage domain and various other
domains in general. As can be seen, the songket motif’s image
structure is more geometric, so the hybrid of the two
techniques is assumed to coincide with the image structure
described earlier after obtaining technique suitable for nearduplicate image retrieval. Subsequent design and algorithm
development were performed using MATLAB 2019a software.
Finally, after image detection algorithms were almost fully
utilized, the PCA technique was developed. Technical testing
is performed by applying Local Binary Pattern and similarity
measurement technique to see image results and is a guide to
improvements to the development of hybrid image detection of
hybrid algorithms.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
System implementation starts with applying principal
component analysis technique with eigenvalues on images
(query/databases) in order to proceed on comparison of image
size following by converting the images into double-precision
value using sin & cos algorithm (%(sj*sin hj – si*sin hi)^2)
calculation, then proceeding with the features extraction
process.
Features extraction process is followed by computing,
selecting, and normalizing the eigenvalue of images. The
number of eigenvalues is always lower or equal than the
number of the original image (i.e., K<M), and the process in
normalization is to remove all the standard features in the
images in order to get the lower dimension of images. A
method on normalizing shape value using principal component
analysis following by calculation of average shape value then
calculating the mean (average) shape value to urge the
normalizing of the shape value. Consequently, to calculate
eigenvalue in images, the system must be used and calculate
the covariance matrix first and the algorithm is shown in (1)
and Fig. 3 below is an example direction and calculation of
features extraction using principal component analysis on the
images.
(

)

∑ (

⃑ )(

⃑⃑)

(1)

Principal component analysis eigenvalues will be
considering each pixel in an image as a separate dimension.

For example, N*N images has N2 pixels; therefore, the value
in N2 has a dimension (e.g., 236*236 = 55696), that values are
showing a vast amount number, and the calculation process
will make the system slower, and run out of memory, and
computation calculation on that amount requires a vast process.
The system will process to a reduced dimension of images by
calculating the eigenvalue from covariance matrix using
principal component analysis into lower dimension (100*100 =
10000) of size images in order to recognize the vital image
structure and known as a principal component. Fig. 4. shows
the process of a reduced dimension of geometric images by
computing, selecting, and normalizing the dimension inside the
image’s matrix.
Rotation changes the spatial relationships between the grid
cells and the object boundaries, which leads to a completely
different matrix number representation for a similar object.
Therefore, objects should be through the normalizing process
for a geometric shape rotation. The most important axis of the
shape will be accomplished by connecting the two points on
the shape boundary furthest faraway from one another.
The shape is then rotated to create a significant parallel to
the coordinate axis. An example of rotation normalization in
Fig. 4 shows an object before rotation normalization and scale
normalization of an object [72] and the whole process in the
system is also shown in Fig. 5. The principal component
analysis is improved by enhancing the process of rotation,
scale, and normalization using a geometric algorithm
calculation. By describing the direction of rotation, an example
is shown in Fig. 6 from 0 to 315 degree [71].
Features Extraction
% compute, select & normalize eigenvector
[V, D] = eigs(cov([M1(:) M2(:)]));
% matrix D containing the eigenvalue on the main
diagonal
% matrix V whose columns are the corresponding
eigenvalue
……………..Direction of image scan
Rows (:,n);
C
O
L
U
M
N
S
(m,:);
if (D(1,1) > D(2,2))
a = V(:,1)./sum(V(:,1));
else
a = V(:,2)./sum(V(:,2));
end;
Fig. 3. Image Features Extraction Process using Covarians Matrix.
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Fig. 4. A Step of Compute, Select and Normalize the Image Vector Space.
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Fig. 5. The System Flows for Near-Duplicate Image Retrieval.
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Fig. 6. The Degree of Direction Applying in the System in Order to Help Improve the Detection of Near-Duplicate Images Redrawn from [71].

image through the chuck of the image, and it is difficult to
finalize the real shape structure of image template, and thus,
the results obtained are less accurate than the principal
component analysis techniques. Whereas the principal
component analysis technique is seen to produce higher
precision results in image retrieval but lacking with less recall
of images. It is seen as limiting the choice of the user; based on
the suggestion by Prof. Dr. Nursuriati Jamil during the
interview (May 2019) session, result of retrieve images can be
further enhanced by improving image rotation, image scaling,
improvising the image size by enlarging and reducing the size
of images. According to her suggestions, the suitable technique
is the implementation of a hybrid technique together with the
principal component analysis and quadratic distance algorithm
to be applied in the near future in order to improve a recall
result and precision result of image songket motives.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The testing recall results using songket motives images
data that has been deployed in two different techniques in order
to prove the theory conception of this paper. Table III could be
a half part of the recall result using principal component
analysis technique. Table V shows a half part of a recall result
using a bag of visual word technique, while Table IV (PCA)
and Table VI (BoVW) show a full result of recall and precision
for the two technique that has been tested in this paper.
Based on the preliminary tests conducted on the principal
component analysis technique and the bag of visual words
technique, the percentage of image precision value is
calculated by local binary pattern and similarity measurement
technique showed that the principal component analysis
technique result is higher than the bag of visual word technique
as in Fig. 7. The bag of visual words technique analysed the
TABLE. III.

A PARTIALLY OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE ON SONGKET MOTIVES IMAGES RETRIEVAL RESULT

A part of Principal Component Analysis
Query

Result

TABLE. IV.

A FULL AVERAGE OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE ON SONGKET MOTIVES IMAGES RETRIEVAL RESULT

Query images

Principal
component
analysis Precision
Value of Songket
Motives

Average result

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.41

0.37

0.38

0.86

0.79

0.71

0.70

0.71

0.66

0.77

0.41

0.38

0.46

0.81

0.77

0.72

0.91

0.73

0.69

0.78

-

0.48

0.48

0.92

-

0.63

0.81

-

0.71

0.74

-

0.59

-

0.71

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.59

-

0.62

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.61

0.57

0.58

0.82

0.85

0.76

0.85

0.81

0.76

0.82
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TABLE. V.

A PARTIALLY OF BAG OF VISUAL WORD TECHNIQUE ON SONGKET MOTIVES IMAGES RETRIEVAL RESULT

A part of Bag of Visual Word
Query

Result

TABLE. VI.

A FULL AVERAGE OF BAG OF VISUAL WORD TECHNIQUE ON SONGKET MOTIVES IMAGES RETRIEVAL RESULT

Query Image

Bag of Visual
Word Precision
Value of
Songket
Motives

Average result

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.99

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.99

0.37

0.49

0.37

0.55

0.77

0.83

0.69

0.76

0.62

0.41

0.55

0.75

0.82

0.45

0.43

0.85

0.72

0.57

0.78

0.33

0.47

0.45

0.82

0.55

0.72

0.91

0.75

0.55

0.85

0.41

0.60

0.58

0.81

0.58

0.73

0.95

0.67

0.72

0.80

0.40

0.53

0.78

0.83

0.57

0.76

0.78

0.72

0.67

0.86

0.47

0.59

0.56

0.83

0.47

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.42

0.50

0.45

0.61

0.75

0.84

0.48

0.73

0.92

0.66

0.32

0.92

-

0.61

0.77

0.74

-

0.39

0.35

0.49

0.76

0.67

0.43

0.59

0.77

0.83

0.55

0.76

0.82

0.68

0.59

0.72

0.42

0.63

0.76

0.81

0.33

0.74

0.82

0.68

0.64

0.87

0.33

0.63

0.75

0.79

0.53

0.81

0.41

0.76

0.64

0.48

0.41

0.59

0.76

0.49

0.46

0.64

0.57

0.73

0.58

0.79

0.37

0.54

0.55

0.82

0.35

0.50

0.89

0.76

0.69

0.79

0.44

0.61

0.77

0.54

-

-

0.31

0.78

0.61

0.65

0.46

0.62

-

0.78

0.48

0.31

-

0.76

0.57

0.66

0.43

0.47

0.75

0.30

0.57

0.75

0.66

0.76

0.77

0.41

0.43

0.59

0.64

0.75

0.57

0.85

0.69

0.61

0.74

0.94

0.42

0.45

0.44

0.80

0.33

0.86

0.78

0.71

0.30

0.82

-

0.62

0.73

0.48

0.37

0.89

0.86

0.36

0.74

0.42

0.43

0.58

0.65

0.72

0.46

0.67

0.71

0.70

0.63

0.73

Comparison result of near-duplicate image retrieval
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

Image 5

Image 6
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VI. CONCLUSION
Similarity calculation in near-duplicate images retrieval
faces several issues primarily based on unique images dataset
and cluster. Furthermore, the image is in line with their
category, which has comparable features that may want to
assist the system and as a result, it will enlarge the percentage
of recall and precision incomparable image retrieval and
detection. The motive is that the way to increase the percentage
of similar image detection is to center the attention on more
detail of two areas - local and global image representation. This
can be executed by utilizing hybrid PCA and geometric
techniques. This solution is predicted to cater to the nearduplicate image retrieval issues that contain mostly local and
global feature extraction.
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